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Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English .
Brand New. In the same vein as Supernatural, Hellboy, and Blade A secret society of monster
hunters. A holy revolver forged to eradicate demons. A possessed man with a tragic past. A rising
evil bent on destroying them all. Matt Hollis is the current wielder of the holy weapon, DAMOREN.
With it, he stalks and destroys demons. A secret society called the VALDUCANS has taken an interest
in Matt s activities. They see him as a reckless rogue--little more than a cowboy corrupted by a
monster--and a potential threat to their ancient order. As knights and their sentient weapons begin
dying, Matt teams up with other hunters of his kind such as LUIZA, a woman with a conquistador
blade; ALLAN, an Englishman with an Egyptian khopesh; MALCOLM, a voodoo priest with a
sanctified machete; and TAKAIRA, a naginata-swinging Samurai. As the hunters become the
hunted, they must learn to trust one another before a powerful demonic entity thrusts the world
into a terrible and ageless darkness.
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ReviewsReviews

Absolutely essential go through pdf. Yes, it is actually play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You are going to like how the article writer
compose this book.
-- Pinkie O 'Ha r a-- Pinkie O 'Ha r a

Completely essential read book. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this written e book. You wont sense monotony at at any moment of
your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Rosendo Doug la s DV M-- Rosendo Doug la s DV M
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